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Downâ€¦There’s been a lot of hype around “CRISPR gene editing” in recent months. The

procedure is useful for changing genes in cells, opening the door to a new field in
biotechnology. However, some argue that it could also kill you, because it could cause

unwanted changes in DNA. Just who is right remains unknown. But one researcher is keen to
find out. The gene editing technique—involving the insertion of single-stranded snippets of
DNA, known as guide RNAs, into a person’s DNA—was named CRISPR in the late 1990s, and

has been used to create gene-edited embryos. The procedure has attracted a lot of
attention among the public, and many thought that the gene editing technique could lead to

great things in the future—such as curing disease, or even creating designer babies. In
recent months, CRISPR-type technologies have become mainstream, and the public is
getting excited about the possibilities. However, there are also some people who are

concerned about potential dangers of the procedure. CRISPR is an RNA-based technology,
making it different from other DNA-editing techniques that are being used. A team at the
University of Pennsylvania, led by Marc Kirschner, wanted to find out if CRISPR could be

adapted to directly edit DNA. They published a paper in Nature Biotechnology in December
that claimed it could. However, when The New York Times published a story on the study
earlier this month, it reported that the article was retracted, because it was full of errors.

The article claimed that the technique was far more damaging than Kirschner and his team
had previously claimed it was. And the university agreed. In the past, Kirschner has

suggested using this technique to try to create designer babies. Many people, including
Kirschner and some of his team, have claimed that the research was conducted in a

different way than it should have been. Yet others have argued that it was critical to have
done research on CRISPR gene editing in advance of ever making these types of genetically
altered humans. A team from the University of Utah is taking on the challenge and plans to
replicate the research. According to a press release, this research is important because it is

“the first demonstration of using 6d1f23a050
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